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Figure 1.3:  
Intervention Time Models in Grades K–2

Model One: Additional Total Mathematics Time That Individual Teachers Administer
Some schools dedicate additional total time to mathematics instruction. For example, they allot the equivalent 
of seventy-five minutes of daily math instruction in grades K–2. However, teachers spend sixty minutes daily 
on new instruction and collect the leftover time to have a thirty- to forty-five-minute differentiated math block 
of time twice a week in which they address individual student needs based on weekly formative assessments. 
Individual teachers work with their own students.

Model Two: Additional Total Mathematics Time That Grade-Level Collaborative Teams 
Administer
Other schools allocate time as in model one, but the teachers work as a team to regroup students so each 
teacher is not trying to teach as many topics to as many different small groups of students. The teachers meet 
in their grade-level collaborative teams to determine which students need additional instruction and support in 
what topics and then regroup the students during the differentiated instruction block. Teachers can then focus 
their reteaching on fewer targeted topics, and many of the students have the opportunity to learn the concept 
or skill from a different teacher.

Model Three: Curriculum Compacting to Gain a Weekly Intervention Day
Some schools compact the social studies and science curriculum in grades K–2 by focusing only on the 
essential objectives, eliminating up to 20 percent of the curriculum. They then use this time to provide all 
students with a weekly period of additional mathematics instruction to meet individual needs.

Model Four: Compacting Curriculum to Gain Daily Intervention Time
Some schools have left the traditional sixty-minute daily allocation for mathematics instruction intact but 
compacted other parts of the day to create a daily thirty-minute differentiated instruction block of time. In the 
most successful implementations, teachers meet in grade-level collaborative teams to identify student needs 
based on weekly formative assessments and regroup students so each teacher is teaching a smaller set of 
skills or concepts.
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